Pronoun Subcommittee Call Notes - 2022-06-02

Attendees:

- David St Pierre Bantz
- Etan Weintraub
- Jason Peak
- Heather Flanagan
- Jon Miner

Pre-reading

- eduPersonDisplayPronoun Consultation Results

Agenda

- Consensus review

Notes

- For the examples (2nd line) verify that “O $,” uses $ as a delimiter; that might stretch the example too far. We’re losing the point unless we clarify the example itself.
  - Multiple personal pronouns should include consistent separators to support human readability.
- Consider adding in the implementation guidance that a site might want to encourage one separator for the personal pronoun separators and another for language separators.
- See example to the draft doc: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tHgS54DkNepJEpfcF-lqrv-sThbiRCVeB2Yq_0SFw7Q/edit#